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There's something about you that makes my heart just
skip a beat
Every time that you're talking is like you paint a melody
So sure that this feels so right could take this love to a
brand new height
All I need from you is the word

Think that I need to be honest and say that there's
someone else
Keeping me from taking that chance I must control
myself
I see you around from time to time go to sleep wake up
you're still on my
Mind
I can't stop thinkn about you

Got two lovers in my life
And I guess that I'm just Stuck On You
Call it crazy but I'm so in love
And torn between the two
With one girl as my jump off the other as my wife
I'm not sure what to do cuz baby I'm Stuck On You

Spending time with my girl and still I think about ya
Wanna solve this problem but baby I just don't know
how to
So sure that this feels so right could take this love to a
brand new height
All I need from you is the word

Think that I need to be honest and say that there's
someone else
Keeping me from taking that chance I must control
myself
I see you around from time to time go to sleep wake up
you're still on my
Mind
I can't stop thinkn about you

Got two lovers in my life
And I guess that I'm just Stuck On You
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Call it crazy but I'm so in love
And torn between the two
With one girl as my jump off the other as my wife
I'm not sure what to do cuz baby I'm Stuck On You
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